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NEWSLETTER         APRIL 2017 
 

 

FROM THE EDITOR 
 

This is the first newsletter for 2017. Putting it together has not been a simple task as it 

depends on contributions from U3As around the state and, it seems, many U3A groups are 

reluctant, or perhaps, too busy to contribute. Many thanks to those who did make the time 

and effort. Photos are the lifeblood of any publication and I would encourage publicity 

officers and others to take photographs of U3A members involved in activities of all sorts and 

include them with their submissions. This is your newsletter and it will only be as lively and 

interesting as it could be if you all get involved. 

 

 
 

    The Editor 

 

There is another way you could get involved with the U3A Network and that is through the 

website and the Facebook page. Published below is a letter from our treasurer, webmaster and 

Facebook poster-in-chief, Jean Duff. Jean would like to see more people accessing these 

pages and also sending in contributions. 

 

In this edition there is an important article from our President, Don McDonald, on what 

makes U3A groups grow. His main observation is that it is courses that attract new members. 
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As a group adds new courses, new members join in order to participate. The really large 

Eastern States U3As (many in excess of 1000 members) have grown in this way. Food for 

thought. 

 

       Peter Flanigan, Editor 

 

 

LETTER FROM JEAN 
 

Dear All  

The U3A Network WA has both a website and a Facebook page so that we can 

keep members and prospective members up to date with what is happening. 

 

Can you please send me your current program of meetings and any upcoming 

events so that I can publish them on the website and Facebook.  Prospective 

members often search websites and/or Facebook  for information and if we 

don’t have current information listed they may look elsewhere and not be 

interested in becoming a member if they think we have no programs or events. 

 

The information can be sent to me in any format you use and I will amend it for 

the website. 

 

Also if you have a contact person for membership enquiries please let me know 

who this is and I can list them. 

 

Thanks 

 

Jean Duff  Webmaster  U3A Network WA 
 
 

NATURALIST  U3A COURSES INCREASE 

ENROLMENT DAY 

Oh what a day it was! The Busselton Family Centre was buzzing with far more people than were 

anticipated. With the majority of members now doing their membership and course enrolling on-

line, we didn’t imagine so many would attend on the day. Of course a few years ago, before we had 

online enrolment available, we were more used to a big turn-out. Not only were there many 

newcomers but there were also many renewing members. 

 A number of them commented on just liking to come along on the day to catch up with others. All 

were very welcome although we need to be a bit more streamlined next time! It is always a lot more 

work at the Semester 1 Enrolment Day because of doing membership as well as course enrolment. It 

was great to see that our members are using the grapevine form of communicating so effectively. 
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What a dilemma - 25 courses to choose from! (now 28) 

            

          Join the queue                                                               French looks good! 

 

                                         Membership subs paid, what next? 

MEMBERSHIP and COURSE REPORT 

The new year has got off to a flying start with 223 financial members registered and 336 

enrolled in the 28 courses on offer.  

‘AHA!’ some bright person will say, ‘You only had 25 courses listed in the info that was sent 

out’.  The reality is that Joan Parke’s Let’s Talk is really two separate courses. The first is a 

continuation of her popular Let’s Talk History and that is followed by a new approach called 

TEDTalks. 

The 27th course arose when people clamouring to get into the perennial favourite Book Club 

looked like being disappointed until Joan took the bull (or is that book!) by the horns and 
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sponsored the creation of a second Book Club.  All thanks to Joan for making it happen and 

new member of Nat u3a Alison Liebenberg for coordinating the group. 

Annie Bransby has also kindly set up a second Crochet group to take place on Monday 

afternoons after her on-going Beginner’s group in the morning. So, make that 28 groups 

now! 

All but a handful of members have been able to enrol in their preferred course(s).  Gwen 

Braden’s new Love Your Garden attracted a large intake.  When she could not fit them all in 

she very generously offered to repeat the course in Second Semester to cater for them. 

(Richard Liston, Treasurer and Membership) 

LEADERS’ FUNCTION 

After a very successful Enrolment Day that kept Richard, Cathy and Barbara flat out all 

afternoon, President Joan entertained past leaders from 2016 and new leaders for 2017 

with THANK YOU and WELCOME to all Leaders. With 28 courses now on offer for 2017, the 

Committee was thrilled that most Leaders were able to attend. Very special thanks go Mana 

Kai Café for the superb catering supplemented by tea/coffee, red and white wine and to 

Margaret Maloney who assisted with keeping things running smoothly. 

Joan gave an inspiring “Mission Statement” address which summed up why we are all so 

devoted to Nat U3A. All present Leaders were then asked to introduce themselves and give 

a summary of the what, where, when and how of their courses. We were all enlightened as 

to just how extensive our U3A’s scope has become. As well as the intellectual, cultural and 

creative abilities of our members we are definitely making advances into the physical and 

emotional aspects of our well being. Our “Life long Learning” message is strong and being 

well received by the Geographe/Naturaliste community. (Gwyn Cracknell, committee) 

 

(Pat Holyoake, who is one of Nat U3A’s long-time course leaders, gave some valuable feedback 

when she said that this year’s was the best ‘Thankyou Function’ she had been to! Thanks Pat)  

(Taken from the U3A Crier – the U3A Naturaliste Newsletter) 

 

EASTER LILY (Lilium longiflorum) 

from a Hamersley member’s garden 
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U3A North Coast (Hamersley) Excursion to the 

Police Academy 

On Wednesday, March 29th 28 members of North Coast U3A visited the 

Western Australian Police Academy in Joondalup. The tour was conducted by 

Andy Avling, a retired police officer who serves as a guide on a voluntary basis. 

As part of the Joondalup Education Learning Centre which includes TAFE and 

Edith Cowan University, the Academy covers a large area. It has a mock village 

complete with shops, petrol station, roads and bushland, all used in the 

training.  

Training is extremely rigorous, with an emphasis given to physical fitness and 

mental stability. Officers carry five items – pepper spray, taser, baton, hand 

cuffs and firearm -- and have to make quick decisions as to which if any will be 

used in confrontations. The high standard of the training provided for our 

police officers is well recognised and this is borne out by the fact that people 

have come from other countries such as China and the Middle East for training. 

  

 

The constant concern for the safety of officers was explained by Mr Avling. He 

referred to the Walsh and Pitman Memorial which can be seen on the far side 

of the parade ground adjacent to the chapel. This pays tribute to all police 

officers killed in the line of duty. Originally it honoured two police detectives 

brutally murdered in Kalgoorlie in 1929 while investigating a gold theft. It is 

close to a wall bearing the names of many police who have lost their lives in 

the line of duty.  
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After the tour the group enjoyed a three course lunch at the Joondalup TAFE 

restaurant. This was another fine example of the high standard of training 

provided at this educational complex. The meal was prepared and served by 

students.  

 

In the Joondalup TAFE Restaurant 

 

 

MARGARET RIVER 

 
The courses offered and enjoyed by members of U3A Margaret River really reflect the town’s 

increasingly eclectic demographic. Newcomers to town, seeking to become part of the community, 

bring new skills and areas of knowledge to U3A and in sharing their particular interests and 

discovering others, meet people and find their place. We are very lucky to live in a particularly 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=4f1NP+rq&id=69D8FD5A36FAAE49CF458BAC20A617FD28AF98F4&q=bunch+of+purple+grapes&simid=607992956218640098&selectedIndex=0
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beautiful part of the country that attracts more than its fair share of talented, educated and 

energetic people.  

We run around 10 courses per semester as well as hosting a public event every month or so - a talk 

by someone with a special interest or a special achievement, a bush walk or a visit to a place of 

interest. These are often fairly “out there” - for instance, last month’s talk was by a well-known local 

identity who gave a hilarious account of her solo caravan and house-sitting trip around Australia.  

Of the courses run this semester, several were old favourites – painting (always booked out), music 

(history and listening), philosophy (very lively!) and Bill Bunbury’s fascinating revisiting of his radio 

talks and interviews on Western Australian history. These courses (with new content) are offered 

nearly every semester as they are so popular and they just seem to get better and better! 

Not everyone wants to sit around though – for those of us who like to move about there was 

“Swimming made Easy” (for non-swimmers and swimmers wanting to improve their strokes), Body 

Boarding for Poppy and Granny Grommets (brave trying this at the local surf breaks!), Qi Gong (so 

popular that more short courses will be run we hope) and a course run by our resident bird expert 

called “Up with the Lark”, learning how to identify birds by their calls in the field.  

 

 

There is usually a course for those who like to use their minds – we have had chess and cryptic 

crosswords – this semester Canasta was offered.   

Short courses (1 or 2 sessions) are offered as well – this semester’s is “Upcycling the Ragbag” – 

getting creative with all that old clothing and those scraps of fabric, wool and ribbon  that you have 

been saving to do something with for years… 

U3A also runs a book club and one of our members offers assistance to make the most of your 

computer or iPad and with creating your family tree on Ancestry.com.  

You can see from this sample what a mosaic of interests we share down here – it is wonderful how 

rich we are in learning!  

         Peta Goodwin 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=vtcMatBQ&id=48CC98462F733D8927E18C44C559AD5412F0D34D&q=birders+cartoons&simid=607988394962715619&selectedIndex=8
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U3A Armadale 
 

Towards the end of 2016 our four main Office Bearers, namely the President, Vice-
President, Secretary and Treasurer of U3A Armadale spent a full day ‘thrashing’ out the 
wording for our new Constitution. 
 
The changes having been forced upon all not for profit organisations to ensure they met the 
requirements of the new “Associations Incorporations Act 2015”, which deals with 
organisations’ governance practices. The Act requires all not for profit organisations, such as 
ours, to adopt a new set of rules that replaces our current Constitution and which needs to be 
completed within three years. (by 2019) 
 
The Department of Commerce supplied a set of model rules as a starting point but it was 
compulsory that the Committee made sure any alterations made complied with the Act. The 
new rules cover and in some cases significantly expand, what is in our current constitution as 
well as introducing entirely new rules as required by the Act.  
 
An example of this was the new provision for keeping and maintaining members’ records. 
Currently our constitution does not specify what records we keep and in what form; however 
the new Act lays down significant rules as to our administrative work and this may impact on 
sourcing a new computer program to meet these requirements. 
 
This new Act clearly requires a very different approach to the management and administration 
of not for profit organisations and to meet the new requirements, we were required to carry out 
a significant amount of work to ensure that our procedures and record keeping complied with 
the Act. 
 
Compared to the previous legal requirements the new rules can be seen as quite onerous but 
we had to comply or we would lose our status as a not for profit organisation. 
 
Once we had re written the new constitution, we passed it to the remaining Committee 
members for comments and discussion before organising a Special General Meeting for further 
comment and eventual voting. 
 
Our President prepared an excellent presentation to our members with good explanations, 
which resulted in a vote in favour of the new Constitution. Our next step is to forward the new 
Constitution to the Department of Commerce for acceptance.  
 
We await the outcome of the Department’s decision……….  

Sheila Shenton  
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COURSES: A Growth Area for U3A 

Groups in WA? 

Looking at the comparative achievements in courses amongst our 20 U3As and Regions, and 

interstate, it seems there are many opportunities for growth in course activity – one of the 

fundamental aspects of U3A throughout its history. Some groups offer many courses, others very 

few, and this won’t change quickly, but a snapshot of a few examples in Australia may prove 

interesting.  

Our groups generally operate independently, and this is a strength and an attraction of U3A; but the 

descriptions of courses and other learning activities published in our newsletters and websites are 

not necessarily consistent. Comparing figures for course activity in the various groups can therefore 

only be a “broad brush” exercise - we may be comparing “apples” in one group with “oranges” in the 

next. However, a broad brush approach can provide some interesting comparisons. For example, if 

we look at the numbers of courses offered by some WA groups per semester per 100 members: 

 U3A Margaret River:  110 members, 13 courses, 12 courses per 100 members 

 Naturaliste U3A:  212 members, 25 courses, 12 courses per 100 members 

 U3A(UWA):   

o Central (Perth CBD) Courses only: 

 992 members, 15 courses, 1.5 courses per 100 members. 

o CBD plus the 10 Regions: assuming 30 courses* in the Regions: 

 992 members, 45 courses*, 4.5 courses per 100 members. 
(* Quoting from the U3A(UWA) website, “typically, there are up to 30 courses spread 

throughout the 10 Regions”.) 

Considering some interstate groups: 

 U3A Brisbane:  3,700 members, 260+ courses, 7 courses per 100 members 

 U3A Redlands (suburban Brisbane) 

   1,500 members, 120 courses, 8 courses per 100 members 

 U3A Adelaide:  800 members, 100+ courses,  12 courses per 100 members 

 U3A Manningham (suburban Melbourne) 

1,700 members, 188 courses, 11 courses per 100 members  

Looking at these WA and interstate examples, 12 courses per semester per 100 members is 

achievable. Perhaps this should be a general target for U3As in WA? 

Anyone with internet access can research what’s going on in a U3A group, and if a U3A offers 

courses, its website will usually lead you to the details. 
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Participants in Art Appreciation – a City Course run by U3A(UWA) 

 

Guest speakers obviously have an important role in U3A, and compared with courses they demand 

less effort from the individual U3A member. We need guest speakers, but they should not be seen as 

an alternative to courses, except for small U3A groups where finding presenters and the numbers for 

a class can be difficult. Courses offer arguably more satisfaction for both participants and leader over 

several weeks or months. 

U3A’s History and Principles 

U3A originated in France, and remained relatively close to universities. The British model of peer 

learning derived from this, remained the primary model outside of continental Europe, and is 

relatively independent of the close link with universities. Quoting from Wikipedia’s articles on U3A, 

“in this model of peer learning, it is acknowledged that retired people have a lifetime of experience 

and, collectively, a vast amount of knowledge. This is used to arrange a syllabus for each subject 

where each meeting is normally led by a member of the group with a strong interest or specialist 

knowledge. 

Typical courses include Art, Classical Studies, Conversation, Computers, Crafts, Debate, Drama, 

History, Languages, Literature, Music, Sciences, Social Sciences, and Philosophy.” 

There are also many less educationally focused activities, including Games, bridge tuition and 

duplicate bridge playing groups; Health, Fitness & Leisure, including countryside walks, 

Theatre/Concert Clubs, Travel Clubs, and Dance in all its forms.”  

We should be looking to our members to share their knowledge, experience and areas of interest 

with their U3A colleagues by conducting courses. It is also important that we recognise the valuable 

contribution that course leaders make towards creating a vibrant U3A group.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syllabus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contract_bridge
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BRAIN GAMES 

 

A “Brain Games” course, based on material developed by U3A members in NSW, is being launched 

by Western Suburbs Region in the coming weeks – probably the first such course held in a U3A 

group in WA. The secretaries of all member groups in the WA Network and of the 10 Regions of 

U3A(UWA), should now have a copy of the very helpful “Brain Games” booklet, designed and written 

by Brain Games Co-ordinator Ainslie Lamb of Northern Illawarra U3A. A “Brain Games” Group can 

provide a way to help keeping our wits sharp, and enjoying a social experience at the same time. 

Congratulations to Western Suburbs President and her colleagues on this initiative.  

 

Shared Software for U3As 

A committee formed in U3A(UWA) and chaired by Gary Triffit is examining software for membership 

data, enrolments and other data, and the possibility of making it available to other U3A member 

groups in WA. For further details contact Gary on gary.triffitt@iinet.net.au 

Don McDonald, Network President 

 

COMING EVENTS 

May 28 U3A Free Lecture with Professor Stephen Smith 

 2 pm, State Library Theatre. 

 

July 19  U3A(UWA) Annual Seminar with Network AGM to follow 

 

  Deadline for next issue:  July 26 

mailto:gary.triffitt@iinet.net.au
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=UXKqHpMv&id=4F4D6945BE74F7BAD5E370F901FBFCE5F4B09988&q=Brain+Games+Cartoon&simid=607990525275737099&selectedIndex=9
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U3A Network Committee meeting in the State Library Coffee Shop. From left: Peter Flanigan, 

Don McDonald (Pres), Jim Barns, Judy Marston, Christine Norman and Christine Oliver (Sec) (Jean 

Duff absent) 

 

A NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCE 

 
A CAUTIONARY TALE FROM U3A (UWA) - BUT WITH A HAPPY ENDING. 

 

If a volunteer social organization for older people closes down it is always a sad event.   But 

when the organization has a motto of Learning and Sharing it is a compound loss – the social 

interaction is lost and the brain stimulation is also lost.     But, in this case, the mythical 

Phoenix which nearly died an untimely agonising death has arisen from the ashes. 

 

As mentioned in a previous edition of “Network”, late last year the Western Suburbs Region 

(formerly Central Region) of the University of the Third Age seemed to be on the verge of 

closing FOR EVER after thirty years of organising splendid, varied, illustrated talks for its 

members at very low cost.     

 

And why did the group nearly cease FOR EVER?       

 

It nearly closed FOR EVER simply because the current office-bearers had done their jobs so 

well for so long that they needed a rest and NOBODY was willing to volunteer to take over 

those jobs.    Requests for new volunteers were repeated several times but members sat 

complacently on their hands and did nothing.  Complacency and disbelief was the problem. 

 

For members it was “unthinkable” that their happy fortnightly afternoons of two interesting 

talks and an enjoyable afternoon tea of socializing could possibly stop.    But sometimes the 

“unthinkable” actually happens.   Consider the recent presidential elections in an important 

country across the Pacific. 
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The complacency evaporated only when “Inform”, the quarterly journal of the parent group 

of U3A (UWA), printed about the imminent closure.  At the eleventh hour, just ONE 

PERSON started the ball rolling by twisting the arms of others who also wanted the group to 

continue.  An enthusiastic new committee of seven was formed with as much publicity as 

could be managed and the region is again flourishing.   

 
Membership has greatly increased and we were thrilled to register more than ninety people at 

one meeting (though this was almost too many to cope with!)    This largely seems to have 

been due to the ONE PERSON mentioned above who wrote several articles in the regions 

excellent local free newspaper “The POST” featuring different aspects such as the agonizing  

untimely near-death experience of the group, the change of name, and forthcoming speakers 

which must have sparked curiosity.    

 

Western Suburbs Region has always prided itself on the high quality of its speakers of whom 

there are two at each fortnightly meeting.   Before afternoon tea there is a talk by one the 

members – either from our own region or from another region.   At 2.30 pm the guest speaker 

gives their talk. 

 

This year the topics have been as varied as usual including the U3A (UWA) President Peter 

Alcock speaking on U3A’s trip to China late last year where they met a few of the two 

million Chinese U3A members in thirty thousand groups. 

 

Another Guest Speaker was one of Perth’s most popular speakers and authors, the delightful 

Richard Offen, CEO of Heritage Australia, with his amusing, engaging, and knowledgeable 

style who talked on “Perth Then and Now”    Many members purchased his book of the same 

title.  Another speaker gave a very informative account of his ggg’father who lived in the 

1800’s and was a Ship’s Captain of whaling boats and later a pastoralist.     Christmas Island 

was the subject of a colorfully illustrated and greatly informative talk which gave us much 

background to our sparse knowledge of the Immigration Detention Centre there and the 

phosphate industry which has nearly died out.   A former editor of Inform, Dr David Phillips, 

informed us about many of the amazing buildings of Moscow and St Petersburg and various 

points on the waterway between the two cities. 

 

A new innovation for 2017 is a monthly region newsletter to spread news and information to 

members.   It is hoped that more outside events such as theatre visits and the occasional bus 

trip may also be offered to Western Suburbs members.  
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A small group of Western Suburbs members called the Forum meets on the intervening 

Mondays between the main meetings at the Grove continuing from Mon 24 April.  These 

meetings take place in the Hakea Room at Mount Claremont Community Centre (105 

Montgomery Avenue, Mount Claremont) to discuss current local events, socialise, read 

literature or listen to music relating to a topic announced at the previous meeting.      Because 

of its nature the group is deliberately kept small so that all can have an opportunity to speak if 

they wish.   However it could expand by about 10-12 people.   Afternoon tea is always a 

feature at the Forum meetings which run from 1- 3 pm.    

 

All newcomers and members are welcome at either or both meetings.   A change this year is 

that visitors and newcomers will not be charged for their first three attendances.   In any case, 

members pay only $3 which includes Afternoon Tea.  

         Joy Hill 

 

.JOONDALUP U3A 
 

 

 Hello everyone. We are the U3A Joondalup branch at the Rod Baddock centre at Dampier 

avenue Mullaloo. 

We had a lovely day at Fairbridge Village. Our tour guide Scott was excellent and we were 

shown around the village and we visited the museum which is very interesting. 

So many of the children who had lived there had written really touching letters with lots of 

information about their lives. 

The volunteers who work there are so friendly and helpful. 

 Yes we all had a wonderful day. 

We can book your own quiet holiday there in one of the cottages. 

         Sylvia Fairclough 
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A cluster of moon flowers from the same Hamersley garden. The flowers are as 

large as dinner plates, come out at night and are faded by the next day. 

 

THE END 

Valerie Buckley – the newly 

elected President of U3A 

(UWA), taking over from 

Peter Alcock.  Valerie is a 

member of  Rockingham 

U3A and was a former 

treasurer of the U3A (UWA) 

Council. 


